TIP OF THE HELMET TO:
Firefighters and Officers of Engine 45, Ladder 58, and all the other members of
the 18th Battalion who
helped make the
September 11th Memorial
at the Firefighter’s
Monument on Riverside
Drive memorable. Well
done!

TIP OF THE HELMET TO: Firefighters
and Officers of Engine 75, Ladder 33 and
Battalion 19 who planned and held a
graveside service on the 1st Anniversary
of the line-of-duty death of Battalion
Chief Michael Fahy of Battalion 19. We
miss you Chief!

On Friday, December 16, 1960, New York City was experiencing early winter
rain and snow storm. A few days earlier (on December 11th), the first serious
snow storm hit the city dumping 11 inches of snow. There was limited visibility.
The tranquil nature of how the day started in Brooklyn and Staten Island would be
shattered in mid-morning.
Earlier in the morning, a United Airlines, four-engine, DC-8 took off from
Chicago and headed for Idlewild Airport (now known as JFK Airport) with 84
people on board. Also, a Trans World Airlines (TWA) 4 engine, Super
Constellation airplane took off from Dayton and Columbus Ohio and was headed
for LaGuardia Airport with 44 people on board. Both airplanes made it to the
New York City airspace at about 1000 hours. They both were put into a holding
pattern. They were “stacked” at different altitudes as they awaited clearance to
land at their destination airports.
Both airplanes had limited visibility due to the rain and snow. This required
that they use instruments to help the pilots fly the planes. As both planes were

going to different
airports, they were
being followed by two
different radar systems.
In 1960, threedimensional radar had
not been developed.
The TWA plane was in a
holding pattern near Linden, NJ. The
TWA airplane was supposed to be at
6,000 feet. The United Airlines plane
was in a holding pattern near Preston,
NJ. The United Airlines plane was
supposed to be at 5,000 feet. At
around 1030 hours, the radar operator
from the LaGuardia airport saw a blip
heading toward the TWA plane and he
radioed Captain David A. Wollan of the
approaching blip. Captain Wollan
acknowledged the radio transmission.
Then, both blips disappeared. The two planes collided over Staten Island.
The TWA airplane
was seen coming down
on an old Army airfield,
Miller Field. Witnesses
stated that the plane had
disintegrated. A Sergeant
Logsdon stated that two
or three large pieces of
flaming airplane parts
came crashing down to
the ground. One of the

wings separated from the plane
before crashing.
In Park Slope, Brooklyn,
the daily routine of the
neighborhood was going on. The
neighborhood St. Augustine
school was filled with 1,000
children. Mr.
and Mrs. Henry McCaddin were
having coffee on the third floor
of their building which housed their funeral
home. Mr. Salvatore Manza, a Sanitation Dept.
employee, was on the sidewalk shoveling snow.
Mr. Manza suddenly heard a loud whistling
sound. He looked up and saw the jet plane not
more than 50 feet above the roof tops.
Suddenly, the right wing dipped and hit the front
roof of a tenement on Sterling Place. The wing
separated and the fuselage continued its rapid
descent across the street and hit the “Pillar of
Flames” church. Flames erupted, they reached
three stories high.
Mrs. McCaddin noticed that the plane
sounded too low. Just then, the entire building
shook and the front room of their floor ignited. A
neighbor, Mr. Robert Carter who ran a
hairdressing salon, ran in from the outside and
grabbed the McCaddin’s baby. Somehow, they
all were able to escape from the building.
The scene was one of chaos. The tail section of the United Airlines plane
had shredded off the fuselage and crashed into the intersection of Seventh

Avenue and Sterling Place. Heavy fire and
smoke were everywhere. Several buildings
were on fire. The “Pillar of Flames” church
was leveled by the fuselage and was burning
fiercely. The McCaddin funeral home was on
fire. A wing was implanted into the roof of
the tenement across from the church. The
top floor of a row of Brownstone buildings
was on fire.
Panic ensued in the neighborhood.
People opened their front doors to see a
wall of flames. Some residents exited via
their rear doors. Some people sheltered in
place. Mothers thought that their children
attending St. Augustine’s school on 6th
Avenue were in grave danger. They ran
down the block to make sure they were
safe.
Someone ran to the corner and
pulled the fire alarm box. Brooklyn Fire
Alarm Dispatchers transmitted box 1231.
Engine 269, Engine 280, Ladder 105,
Ladder 132, and Battalion 48 were
dispatched. As FDNY units approached the
scene, it was difficult to tell exactly what
had happened. There was heavy smoke
and fire everywhere. At first, it was
thought it was a massive truck accident. It
wasn’t until the tail section of the airplane
was spotted through the smoke that the
responding firefighters realized that an

airplane had crashed.
Battalion Chief John
Panarella of the 48th
Battalion transmitted
the “All-Hands” at 1036
hours. He transmitted a
2nd alarm at 1039 hours,
and a 3rd alarm at 1044
hours. Deputy Chief
John Broderick
transmitted a 4th alarm
at 1048 hours and a 5th
alarm at 1050 hours.
Engine 269 was the first unit to arrive at the scene. They stretched a 2 ½
inch hand line to the corner of Sterling Place and 7th Avenue. They commenced
extinguishing fire anywhere they saw flames.
Ladder 105 was the first ladder company on the scene. They immediately
headed toward the remains of Pillar of Fire church. They made entry into the
remains of the fuselage which crashed into the church. They attempted to rescue
anyone still alive in the airplane. They cut seatbelts and removed people from the
wreckage.
All the passengers on the United Airlines jet were
killed in the crash except for one person. Eleven year
old Steven Baltz of Wilmette, Illinois was thrown clear
of the wreckage onto a snow bank on 7th Avenue. He
was removed to Methodist Hospital. He was able to tell
Doctors what it looked like. He described how the city
looked with the snow falling. He captured the
admiration of people around the country. He would
later succumb to his injuries the next day.

As FDNY Units arrived, they stretched 2
½ inch hand lines, multiversal nozzles, and
other large caliber streams. Search and
rescue operations were being conducted in
the crash area and the endangered
surrounding buildings as hose lines were
being stretched. After the fire was knocked
down at the crash site, FDNY units started
working on a major cockloft fire in a row of
Brownstone buildings. There were 38 hose
lines used at this fire.
The scene was gruesome. The rescuers were
looking for anything that would give them hope that
someone other than Steven Baltz survived. Their
hopes were dashed. A makeshift morgue was set up
at the scene.
In Park Slope Brooklyn, 84 people on the
airplane were killed. Six people on the ground were
killed. In Staten Island, 44 people were killed. Three of them were alive when
Rescuers found them. However, they died shortly after arriving at a hospital.
There were 14 buildings either completely destroyed or heavily damaged in
Brooklyn.
There were 31 Engine Companies, 6 Ladder Companies, 3 Rescue

Companies, and 4 Special Units used at
this disaster. Chief of Department
George David and Fire
Commissioner Edward F.
Cavanaugh were
on the scene.
Fire Department
units operated
104 hours at the
scene.
As difficult as this fire and rescue operation would be, a few days later,
FDNY Firefighters would be tested again at another major incident. Many
Firefighters would work at both of these fires. But, that is a story for the
November 2017 issue of the
“Division 7 Training and
Safety Newsletter.”

Fortunately, church fires are a rare
occurrence. However, when there is a major
fire in a church, it usually a total loss.
A church is a place of public assembly.
However, it is the least regulated place of
public assembly. Combustible finishes, lack of
fire detection and fire suppression systems,
combustible decorations, candles,
combustible holiday decorations all
contribute to the fire problem.

The church congregations are not usually trained in fire drills and exiting
the building. It is rare to see “exit” signs in a church.
Some churches are interconnected to rectories,
convents, or schools.
Most church fires start in heating plants or
electrical systems. These systems may have little
maintenance performed on them. The second
most prevalent cause of church fires is arson.
Heating plants in churches are taxed to
their maximum on weekends while
remaining relatively idle for most of the
week.
Many churches are constructed
of masonry exteriors, heavy wooden
timbers, heavy plaster, wooden floor
joists, and wood lath interiors.
Churches were one of the first
occupancies to develop trusses. The
“hammerbeam truss” was developed
to allow roof support over a wide
area without obscuring the view of
their parishioners.
The church can be
compared to an inverted ship.
However, the church (inverted
ship) has combustible
bulkheads and undivided
holds.

Many larger churches have
hanging ceilings and cocklofts. Some
have scissor trusses with steel tie rods
that are under tension. Remember,
something under tension only has to fail
in one spot for that tension member to
cause a total collapse of the entire
scissor truss.
Churches with hanging ceilings
and concealed attics will usually have
some means of making entry. Maintenance is performed in these areas to
electrical systems, organ machinery, chandeliers, etc.
Older churches usually have their heating plant and
their organ bellows in the cellar. Pipe and duct work runs
from this machinery and to through the floors above. Fire
starting in these areas can quickly communicate
throughout the building through these voids. The lack of
fire stopping in these voids and their combustible nature
can put fire department operations into a defensive mode.
Many columns in churches are not what they
appear to be. What may look like a stone or granite
column may in reality be a hollow wooden column with a
granite or stone exterior. These columns can transmit fire.
As with any other buildings, renovations to these buildings are usually bad
for the fire department unless the renovation is the installation of sprinkler
systems. In churches, there may be parishioners performing the renovations with
little to no expertise in construction.
If a church has no hanging ceiling or ceiling void, it works to our advantage
as a fire department.

Many churches feature a large, circular stained
glass window above the front entrance to the church.
This window is called a “Rose Window”. Many of
these “Rose Windows” are covered with wire glass or
lexan plastic for security.
If a church is filled with smoke, it will be
difficult to determine if fire is in the cockloft area.
This determination may have to be done via the
exterior. The use of a thermal imaging camera (TIC)
may be useful in making this determination.
If a church is filled with smoke, due to the
height of the ceilings, there may be near flashover
conditions in the upper portions of the church. This
condition may go undetected due to the height of
the ceiling. Generally speaking, it is a bad practice to
stretch a hose line through the front door and down the main body of the church.
This main body of the church is called the “Nave”. It would be safer for the
Engine Company to stretch through the side or rear doors. Since most church
fires start in the rear near the chancel or the cellar near the heating plant, the
side or rear doors would be a much more efficient choice for entry of hose lines.
Aggressive hose line advancement is important
to attempt to extinguish these fires. If these initial
aggressive hose line extinguishing attempts are
unsuccessful, then all hose lines should be positioned
outside of the Nave area. It would be a good tactic to
deploy large caliber streams at the doorway entrances
to be able to reach the upper portions of the interior of
the church.

As was mentioned previously, churches are large uncompartmented,
combustible areas. All hand hose lines stretched should be 2 ½ inch. If fire
involves the cellar, rectory, convent, steeples,
etc., 1 ¾ inch hose would be a good choice for
maneuverability.
At church cellar fires, it is imperative that
ladder companies identify possible avenues of
extension. Feel along walls on the first floor in
addition to using TICs. If fire is found extending
via exterior walls, they must be opened up and
hose streams directed into those voids. This
would be a good use for the “New York Bent Tip” attached to a shut-off.
If fire extends to the organ loft or the hanging ceilings, any window that
offers access to these areas should be opened. Ladders can be raised to stretch
hose lines to these areas to attempt extinguishment. If this is not successful, then
the fire will probably progress to an exterior attack.
Fires involving steeples are difficult to extinguish due to the access
problems and the difficulty in ventilating them.
Ladder company operations at these fires will involve forcible entry, search
for trapped occupants, ventilation of the roof, and examination for extension.
Search for trapped occupants should be done as quickly as possible. There
is no way of knowing how many people could be in danger. Unlike hotels,
hospitals, schools, etc., there is no listing of who could be in the church. As is the
case with any structural fire, most of the civilian deaths at church fires come from
smoke inhalation.
All searches performed in a church must be performed with a search rope
and a TIC. This is due to the lack of compartmentation and the rapidity of
flashover happening. Even if you feel that you do not need a search rope when
you start your search, you may very well need it when you are attempting retreat
from extreme heat conditions.

There is an understandable reluctance to break stained
glass windows. They should be opened whenever possible.
However, if the fire is uncontrolled in the cellar and fire
department units are trying to keep the fire from extending to
the first floor, it may be necessary to break the windows. Failure
to do so could result in a loss of the building and the windows.
Ventilation at the roof level should be done via Tower
Ladder. Position the bucket in the valley between the main peak
and any dormers.
Conditions on the roof of a church are dangerous. The
angle of the roof is usually steep.
Many churches have slate roofs.
These roofs gather moss and
become slippery. The weight of the
slate roof covering is deserving of
consideration of the possibility of a
roof deck collapse.
Backdrafts have happened at
church fires. This is especially a
possibility if fire gets into the ceiling void.
If a church fire
progresses to an exterior
operation, collapse zones
must be established for
firefighters and apparatus.
A flanking approach to
apparatus positioning is
called for. If a church roof
fails, it may take down side
walls and steeples.

Remember, the building did not get stronger once the fire is knocked down. The
damage is done. On March 13, 2004, a Battalion Chief and a senior Firefighter
from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania were killed when a Bell Tower of a church
collapsed. The fire had been
knocked down after an
extensive fire. The two
firefighters were making an
examination for extension.
Twenty-three othe
firefighters were injured
when the collapse happened.
Remember, a building that is
on fire is a building that is
under demolition.
Exterior openings in a
church may not be adequate
for exterior streams. If large caliber streams are deployed through stained glass
windows, the stream may not reach the upper portions of the church. A Tower
Ladder stream may be most effective operating through the “Rose Window”.

Deputy Chief Jay Jonas, Division 7
Thanks go to the following people who contributed to this essay: Deputy Chief
Vincent Dunn (Ret.), Katy Clements (FDNY Photo Unit), FM Daniel Maye (Mand
Library), Fr. Chris Roberto (Engine 48).
Resources: NIOSH Report, January 27, 2008; WNYF Winter
1961 “Mid-Air Plane Crash Showers Ruin on Two Boros” by
Arthur J. Hamilton; NY Times, December 17, 1960; NY
Times, December 18, 1960; NY Times December 19, 1960;
WNYF April 1950; WNYF 1/1966; WNYF 2/1976; “Collapse
of Burning Buildings”, 2nd Ed., by Vincent Dunn; “Strategic
Concepts in Fire Fighting”, by Edward P. McAniff.

Battalion Chief Joseph D. McKeon (Ret.), Battalion 46;
Died on August 19, 2017 from injuries sustained from
operating at Manhattan Box 5-5-8087. This was the
rescue and recovery effort at the World Trade Center
on September 11, 2001. May he rest in peace. Never
Forget!

Firefighter Michael R. O’Hanlon (Ret.), Engine 68;
Died on August 28, 2017 from injuries sustained from
operating at Manhattan Box 5-5-8087. This was the
rescue and recovery effort at the World Trade Center
on September 11, 2001. May he rest in peace. Never
Forget!

